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Ebook Collection Analysis:  Subject and Publisher Trends 
Introduction 
 Throughout the last ten years, electronic books have become very popular in academic libraries.   
Currently, electronic books are offered via a variety of business models and are widely accepted by users  
and libraries alike.  The University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) Libraries, like other academic libraries,  
has been very aggressive with adding electronic books to the library’s collection.   
 Due to the fact that UNLV Libraries collection of electronic books has exploded, the collection  
management department believed that it was important to evaluate the electronic books collection in 
 order to ensure that spending collection funds on electronic books was cost-effective and to make  
certain that the most appropriate electronic books where being added to the collection.  More  
importantly, the UNLV Libraries is implementing two pilot programs including an electronic book patron- 
driven acquisition service and converting a portion of the Libraries’ approval plan over from print to  
electronic and this study will help the Libraries identify the most appropriate areas for these projects. 
In addition, the assessment project would  help answer several questions including:   Are  
electronic books being used by patrons?  Which subject areas have the highest usage?  Which publishers  
electronic books are used most often?  Is the purchase of electronic books cost effective?    
Literature Review 
 There have been several articles that have assessed electronic book collection in academic  
libraries.  Due to the fact that electronic book environment is rapidly and constantly evolving, the  
conclusions from articles as recent as five years ago may or may not be applicable to the current  
environment.  However, depending on which vendor and business model a library is using, the literature  
may be quite useful for assessment of electronic books.  
The studies have used a wide-variety of methods during the assessment.  Many studies have  
analyzed usage statistics of electronic books.  The University of Idaho Library evaluated three of their  
major electronic book providers using statistics provided by the electronic book vendors (Sprague and  
Hunter, 2009).  Sprague and Hunter organized the usage by LC classification and found that electronic  
book usage was relatively low across subject classifications and vendor platforms.  The results of the  
study indicated that 19% of the electronic book titles had been accessed at least once and that the two  
main vendors, Ebrary and NetLibrary had different levels of usage.  Net Libray had 27% of the titles  
accessed and Ebrary had 16% accessed.  Looking at subject areas, Business/Economics had the highest  
average uses and Botany and General titles had the least amount of uses.  A study at Oakland  
University compared usage of books which were made available in print and electronic  (Slater, 2009).   
The study also compared locally selected titles to those titles purchased via consortias.  Slater found that  
locally selected titles have higher usage  than those from consortias.  The results did not show any  
correlation between usage of a particular title between the two formats.  A similar study was conducted  
at Texas A&M University Libraries, which compared the usage of electronic books and print books in the  
physical sciences and technology (Kimball etal., 2009).  Usage  between two electronic book collections  
was analyzed at California State University, San Marcos.  The study analyzed electronic books purchased  
from NetLibrary to usage of electronic books subscribed via Safari (Herlihy and Yi, 2010).  The five-year  
usage study showed that the subscribed titles showed increased usage over time, while the purchased  
electronic books demonstrated decreased usage over time.    Another study at Auburn University  
Montgomery Library evaluated usage of the print collection and the library’s electronic book collection  
(Bailey, 2006).  The study also analyzed usage patterns of electronic books by subject and compared the  
findings to results of similar studies at other University Libraries.  The study found that electronic books  
had a higher increase of usage over a five-year period (2000-2004), while usage of print books  
decreased.  In addition, the study found that when looking at subject analysis of electronic books,  
the results at Auburn University matched those at other institutions and demonstrate that certain  
subject areas “lend themselves to the electronic format.”  A recent study analyzed usage patterns of the  
electronic book collection at Laurentian University, Canada (Lamothe, 2010).  The study reviewed usage  
of electronic books purchased in bundled subject collections and individually.  The study calculated  
ratios to compare viewings and searches to the size of the collections.  The results showed that highest  
usage of electronic books occurred with individually selected titles and usage of the electronic books  
was directly proportional to the collection size.  An interesting study at the University of Westminster  
analyzed usage data of electronic books to compare the value for money offered by the business models   
used to obtain (purchase/subscription) electronic books (Grigson, 2009).  The first part of the study  
compared the various business-model options form a vendor with whom the library currently subscribed  
to a full collection of reference e-books.  The study analyzed three renewal options:  current full  
collection, reduced collection (100 books), and a further reduced collection (150 books).  The first  
analysis had mixed results.  Use analysis demonstrated the library could reduce the collection, however,  
the results did not identify the appropriate titles to retain.  Many books had similar usage.  The second  
part of the study compared business models from two vendors.  The analysis looked at the purchases of 
 individual titles and dealt with vendors that had different usage limitiations.  Once vendor limited usage  
to one or two simultaneous users and the other vendor had no limit on simultaneous users, but limited 
 the number of accesses per ebook over a period of a year.  The results showed that the vendor with no  
limit on simultaneous users offered better value due to the fact that they could accommodate the  
pattern of peaks and troughs of usage without limiting access.   
 Other studies of electronic books have looked at usage via user surveys.  At the University of  
Denver, two studies were undertaken to look at electronic book usage.  A survey was conducted in the  
spring of 2005 and was sent to faculty, students and staff.  The survey results showed that electronic  
books were used by half of the campus community, but only used on occasion.  In addition, the survey  
results indicated a preference for print books over electronic books (Levine-Clark, 2006).  The other  
study conducted at the University of Denver looked at the knowledge about and usage of electronic  
books in the humanities.  The survey results demonstrate that scholars in the humanities do have a  
higher awareness level of electronic books compared with faculty in other disciplines, but the humanists  
use electronic books less than scholars in other areas (Levine-Clark, 2007).   Another study focusing on  
user behavior and electronic books was conducted among institutions in different countries.  Students in  
economics, medicine and literature were interviewed, surveyed and observed.  The studies found that  
students preferred the print format, however, students did comment that the print and electronic  
format could coexist (Hernon etal., 2006). 
 
 Electronic Book Collection at UNLV Libraries 
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas has a full-time enrollment of more than 20,000 students   
and the UNLV Libraries has over 1.6 million volumes, 26,000 journal subscriptions, 250 databases and  
600,000 electronic books.  Beginning in 2002-2003, UNLV jumped into the electronic book world by  
purchasing a shared NetLibrary collection through a regional consortium.  Ten years later, using a variety  
of business models, the UNLV Libraries currently has access to over three hundred thousand electronic  
books.  UNLV Libraries is also experimenting with electronic book approval plans and patron-driven  
acquisitions of electronic books.   
The electronic book collection has grown in the last few years through three main business  
models.  First, the UNLV Libraries has a subscription to a variety of electronic books.  The UNLV Libraries   
has purchased electronic book collections from individual publishers and third-party vendors.   Finally,  
the UNLV Libraries purchases electronic books from the book approval plan from Yankee Book Peddler  
(YBP).  The subscription business model at UNLV Libraries is provided by a third-party vendor (Ebrary’s  
Academic Complete database) and directly from publishers, including Elsevier.  The remainder of the  
electronic books have been purchased either directly from the publisher or from third-party vendors,  
including YBP, NetLibrary and Ebrary. 
Methodology 
 For this study, there were three main areas of focus.  First, the analysis of each electronic book  
collection over a three-year period (2008-2010) was performed to compare usage of collections and  
track the increase or decrease of usage to identify trends.  This analysis looked at the two largest  
electronic book collections:  NetLibrary and Ebrary.  There are important differences between the two  
collections: currency and content.  First, the NetLibrary books were purchased in 2002-2003 and are not  
as current as the other collection from Ebrary, however, there are individual titles that are added into  
the collection each year through individual purchases.  The Ebrary collection is available via a  
subscription  and titles are added or removed periodically.  Although the NetLibrary collection is older,  
the usage patterns may show how currency of the electronic books affects usage.  
 The second analysis involved evaluating three-year usage of electronic books by subject.  The  
subject categories for this analysis were broken down by Colleges at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
and include Business, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Health Sciences, Hotel, Liberal Arts, Sciences  
and Urban Affairs.  In the past, the LC call numbers for electronic books were not provided by the  
vendor, and the books were associated with a specific discipline collection.  NetLibrary was the first to  
offer LC listings and in 2009, Ebrary started providing LC numbers as well.  The analysis involved  
analyzing usage for 2008-2010.  For the year 2008, library staff had to look up LC call numbers for the 
 Ebrary collection using WorldCat  in order to make the analysis valid and reliable.  The subject analysis is  
extremely important to identify ebook usage trends for the electronic books PDA and approval plan  
projects mentioned previously.  This analysis will allow the libraries to identify disciplines with the  
highest electronic book usage and use these in the pilot projects.  A copy of the LC classification  
mapping scheme for the various colleges at UNLV is available in Appendix I. 
The final analysis involved analyzing which publishers electronic books were used most often  
during the 2008-2010 time period.  This analysis is also important for the PDA and approval plan projects  
because the library may want to include or exclude specific publishers from the project.     
 In order to complete these analyses, the NetLibrary and Ebrary usage reports were accessed and  
collected from each vendor’s website and exported into tab-delimited format into an Excel spreadsheet.   
For the first analysis, the usage data was calculated for the three-year period.  Due to the fact that this  
study is analyzing the percentage of titles used in an e-book collection, the use statistics do not  
 reflect the popularity of any one title, so each title was counted only once for this calculation.  Multiple 
 uses of a title is beneficial information to a library, but not analyzed in this study.  For the subject usage  
analysis, the data was organized by LC and mapped to a call number listing provided by the Collection 
 Management department.  The call number listing was created in 2008 and maps LC ranges to specific 
colleges at UNLV.  The data from NetLibrary and Ebrary were organized by subject and the number of 
titles used for each subject area was counted to avoid multiple uses of a single title.  The final part of the 
project to analyze publisher usage was done using data from the first analysis.  The usage data was 
organized by publisher and like the other studies, the number of titles used for each collection was 
counted to avoid multiple uses.  
Findings and Discussion 
 The first analysis was evaluating total usage for NetLibrary and Ebrary from 2008-2010.   
For NetLibrary, the use of ebooks showed a ten percent decrease in usage from 2008 to 2009.  During  
this year, there were 201 new titles purchased from NetLibrary.  From 2009 to 2010, there was a ten  
percent increase in usage.  The collection grew during this time by over a 1,000 books.  One interesting  
note is that when looking at the total number of accesses for the collection, the number of total  
accesses did increase each year during the three year period.  The total increase in accesses was 43%.   
When looking at the circulation rate of NetLibrary, the circulation rate declined each year, with a total  
decrease of three percent.  Graph I illustrates the NetLibrary usage over the three year period: 
Graph I 
 
 During the three year period, the number of electronic book titles used by Ebrary increased each  
year.  The percentage increase during the three-year period was 54%.  Ebrary also experienced a 26%  
increase in pages viewed during this time. Table I illustrated the titles used and pages viewd.  
Table I 
The Ebrary collection had better usage compared to NetLibrary, but the collections are very different  
due to the fact that Ebrary is a larger collection and the content is more current.   
Subject Analysis 
 For the NetLibrary collection, Education was the only college which showed an annual increase  
in usage.  For most of the other collections, there was a drop in use during 2009 and then an increase in  
uses in 2010.  Business was the only subject area that experienced a decrease in usage each year.  The  
annual decrease in the use of Business electronic books in NetLibrary could be attributed to the fact that  
the collection only grew by three electronic books and the collection is not current and  
therefore not as useful to patrons.   Graph II below demonstrates the number of uses during the time  
period: 
Graph II 
The largest amount of usage was experienced by Liberal Arts and Health Sciences.  These two disciplines  
have the largest electronic book collections in the NetLibrary. 
In order to get a more clear picture of subject usage for NetLibrary, another evaluation involved  
looking at the circulation rates of each subject collection.  The total amount of books available were  
compared with the number of books used to obtain a circulation rate, which are available below: 
Table II 
The circulation analysis did provide a better picture for the usage of NetLibrary.  The Business collection  
did have the lowest usage out of all of the collections.   Looking at the three-year average, the Hotel  
collection had the highest usage, followed by Fine Arts and Education.   
For Ebrary, use statistics by college for the three-year period are shown below: 
 
 
Graph III 
During the three-year period, the Ebrary collections for Urban Affairs (329%), Health Sciences (185%),  
Hotel (112%) and Fine Arts (78%) had the largest percentage increase in usage.  Each college collection  
experienced an increase in usage.  The largest amount of usage was experienced by Liberal Arts and  
Business, however, both of these disciplines have the two largest collections of electronic books in the  
Ebrary collection. 
Due to the fact that the Ebrary Academic Complete collection is constantly adding (and removing) titles,  
the library was not able to calculate circulation data for the years of 2008 and 2009.  However, library  
staff were provided login information to Ebrary’s website and were able to download the collection list  
from the Ebrary site on December 30, 2010 and circulation rates were calculated for each college  
collection: 
 
Table III 
Although it is only a one-year snapshot of circulation, there a couple of interesting points to highlight for  
subject usage across the two electronic book collections.  The collections for Hotel and Health Sciences  
are two of the highest used subjects in both collections.  Fine Arts has the second highest usage in  
NetLibrary, but has the lowest circulation rate in Ebrary.   
Publisher Analysis 
When analyzing usage by publisher, some interesting trends come to light.  For NetLibrary, the three- 
year usage by publisher demonstrates that electronic books from Wiley have had the most usage.   
During 2010, Wiley accounted for over 19% of the total usage for NetLibrary.  Table IV shows the usage  
figures by publisher: 
Table IV 
Ebrary shows more even distribution for usage among publishers.  Table V shows the ten most  
used publishers. 
Table V 
 When looking at the total ebook usage of both packages combined, there are five publishers  
who are in the top ten uses for both electronic book packages:  Wiley, McGraw-Hill, Routledge, Oxford 
 University Press and the University of California Press.  Table VI shows the top-ten usage for both  
NetLibrary and Ebrary by publisher. 
Table VI 
 Although five publishers have high usage in both collections, the pattern could be attributed to  
the fact that the publishers had a larger percentage of books in each collection and therefore,  
experienced the most usage.   
Conclusions 
 The assessment of the two major electronic book collections at UNLV Libraries was very  
successful because it allowed the collection management department to obtain detailed information on  
the usage of electronic books.  The time series analysis of the electronic book collections was  
particularly interesting because it allowed the library to track a population of electronic books over a  
three-year period.  The three-year assessment period allowed the UNLV Libraries to identify trends for  
subjects and publishers and also may provide insight to user behavior.  For example, Ebrary had  
significant higher usage over the three-year period.  The higher usage could be attributed to having a  
more current collection.   The higher usage may also be due to a larger collection and thus, more variety  
of electronic books.  Another factor for the difference in usage could be attributed to user preference of  
the Ebrary interface.  In order to confirm a user preference of a specific interface, UNLV Libraries should  
conduct usability testing to see if patrons have a preference between the NetLibrary and Ebrary  
interfaces.  The usability study can also be useful in judging how the new interface for NetLibrary, now  
owned by EBSCO, may have an impact on the usage of the collection. 
The subject analysis of the electronic book collection was particularly useful  because the results  
allow the collection management department to identify subject areas that are high users of electronic  
books and include these subject areas in the patron-driven acquisitions project and the approval plan  
modification to electronic book preferred.  Another aspect of the analysis that is beneficial is the  
analysis of use by publishers.  The assessment provided a list of publishers that had the highest use and  
these publisher collections should be included in both electronic book projects. 
 The information provided by this assessment project will be extremely useful for subject  
librarians.  The collection management department will distribute the results of the study on the UNLV 
 Libraries wiki so that subject librarians can apply findings to their collection management duties.  The  
results are useful for subject librarians because they demonstrate how popular or unpopular electronic  
books are in their subject areas and in the future, there will be more demand for electronic books by  
users and subject librarians may want to purchase less print books.  Additionally, the publisher results  
are useful to subject librarians.  Subject librarians may want to purchase additional books (both print  
and electronic)by publishers that have higher usage because the higher usage may demonstrate a  
preference for content. 
 One significant result of the study relates to the “circulation” of the electronic book collections.   
The circulation results for Ebrary where higher on average than NetLibrary, but the Ebrary information  
was for only one-year and NetLibrary was over a three-year period.  The circulation results of the  
electronic books resemble the circulation results of UNLV Libraries print books and in some cases are  
lower that print books.    Does this mean electronic books are a bad investment and not cost-efficient?   
Not necessarily.  Print book usage has been decreasing and the electronic book usage is increasing.   
What the results may demonstrate is that UNLV Libraries may be better served subscribing to electronic  
books or leasing them rather than purchasing individual or collections of electronic books.  Once the  
patron-driven acquisition service is available, further analysis will need to be conducted. 
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Table I:  Ebrary Usage 2008-2010 
Year Titles Used Pages Viewed 
2008 5694 270291 
2009 7075 307185 
2010 8752 339947 
 
 
Table II:  NetLibrary Circulation Data by College 
College 2008 2009 2010 
3-Year 
Average 
Business 11% 9% 7% 9% 
Education 15% 16% 20% 17% 
Engineering 19% 12% 14% 15% 
Fine Arts 21% 18% 17% 19% 
Health 
Sciences 16% 16% 18% 17% 
Hotel 23% 27% 17% 22% 
Liberal Arts 19% 15% 13% 16% 
Sciences 15% 18% 13% 15% 
Urban Affairs 20% 16% 10% 15% 
 
Table III:  Ebrary Circulation by College, 2010 
College 
2010 
Circulation 
Business 16% 
Education 25% 
Engineering 18% 
Fine Arts 15% 
Health Sciences 33% 
Hotel 36% 
Liberal Arts 15% 
Sciences 16% 
Urban Affairs 28% 
 
 
Table IV: NetLibrary Usage by Publisher, 2008-2010 
Publisher 2008 Uses 2009 Uses 2010 Uses Total Uses 
J. Wiley & Sons  123 131 693 947 
McGraw Hill,  43 46 249 338 
L. Erlbaum Associates  37 27 170 234 
Cliff Notes  28 21 268 317 
University of Utah Press,  22 21 151 194 
Routledge  21 20 135 176 
MIT Press  16 17 195 228 
ICON Health Publications  15 15 78 108 
Kluwer Academic Pub.,  17 15 179 211 
Oxford University Press Premium  10 14 90 114 
 
Table V:  Ebrary Usage by Publisher, 2008-2010 
Publisher 2008 Uses 2009 Uses 2010 Uses Total Uses 
McGraw Hill,  369 463 637 1469 
Oxford University 
Press   308 344 441 1093 
Routledge  415 484 NA 899 
National Academies 
Press 223 257 368 848 
Cambridge University 
Press 287 306 231 824 
J. Wiley & Sons  NA 98 658 756 
Taylor and Francis 8 
 
579 587 
UC Press 133 177 154 464 
Perseus Books Group NA 160 225 385 
Greenwood 
Publishing Group 182 198 NA 380 
 
 Table VI:  Publisher Uses Combined, 2008-2010 
Publisher Total Uses 2008-2010 
McGraw Hill,  1807 
J. Wiley & Sons  1,703 
Oxford University Press Premium  1207 
Routledge  1075 
National Academies Press 848 
Cambridge University Press 830 
UC Press 629 
Taylor and Francis 591 
Kluwer Academic Pub.,  488 
MIT Press  465 
 
 
